Three experiments used rats to examine the effect of a single bout of voluntary activity (wheel running) on the acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation of context conditioned fear. In Experiment 1, rats provided with access to a wheel for 3 h immediately before or after a shocked exposure to a context froze more when tested in that context than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the shocked exposure or rats not provided with access to the wheels. In Experiment 2, rats provided with access to the wheels immediately before or after a nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context froze less when tested in that context than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the nonshocked exposure or rats not provided with access to the wheels. In Experiment 3, rats provided with access to wheels immediately after an extended nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context again froze less, whereas rats provided with access to the wheels after a brief nonshocked exposure froze more on the subsequent test than sedentary controls. These results show that a single bout of running can enhance acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation of context conditioned fear.
Three experiments used rats to examine the effect of a single bout of voluntary activity (wheel running) on the acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation of context conditioned fear. In Experiment 1, rats provided with access to a wheel for 3 h immediately before or after a shocked exposure to a context froze more when tested in that context than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the shocked exposure or rats not provided with access to the wheels. In Experiment 2, rats provided with access to the wheels immediately before or after a nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context froze less when tested in that context than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the nonshocked exposure or rats not provided with access to the wheels. In Experiment 3, rats provided with access to wheels immediately after an extended nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context again froze less, whereas rats provided with access to the wheels after a brief nonshocked exposure froze more on the subsequent test than sedentary controls. These results show that a single bout of running can enhance acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation of context conditioned fear.
Pavlovian conditioned fear is thought to contribute to anxiety disorders such as post-traumatic stress, and extinction of this fear is a goal of exposure-based treatments of post-traumatic stress disorder (Bouton et al. 2001) . Hence, there has been interest in identifying variables that regulate the acquisition and extinction of fear responses in animal models in order to better understand posttraumatic stress and develop more effective treatments for this disorder. One of the variables that influence the acquisition of conditioned fear in rodents is a history of exercise. Rodents provided with access to running wheels for several weeks and then shocked in a distinctive context exhibit more fear (typically freezing responses) than sedentary controls (Baruch et al. 2004; Burghardt et al. 2004 Burghardt et al. , 2006 Van Hoomissen et al. 2004; Clark et al. 2008; Kohman et al. 2011 ). This increase in conditioned fear is consistent with running-induced improvements in learning and memory found in other tasks, such as the Morris water maze (O'Callaghan et al. 2007 ; Gomes da Silva et al. 2012) .
Enhanced fear conditioning has also been observed when the wheels that had been present were removed 1 d before conditioning and the subsequent test (Van Hoomissen et al. 2004 ). This suggests that running immediately before or after conditioning is not necessary for the enhanced conditioning; rather, a history of running per se is sufficient for that enhancement. A history of running leads to various changes in hippocampal plasticity that could mediate these improvements in learning and memory. These changes include increased neurogenesis and levels of brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), fibroblast growth, and insulin-like growth factors, as well as increases in acetylcholine, opiate, and monoamine neurotransmitters (Neeper et al. 1996; van Praag et al. 1999 van Praag et al. , 2005 Greenwood et al. 2003 Greenwood et al. , 2011 Liu et al. 2008; Strong et al. 2011) .
In contrast to its effects on acquisition of context fear, a history of running failed to influence extinction of this fear. Greenwood et al. (2009) provided rats with running wheels for 6 wk, subjected them to context fear conditioning, and then, while still providing access to the wheels, tested the rats under extinction each day across several days for their levels of fear (freezing). These investigators reported that rats provided with access to the wheels froze more than the sedentary controls when tested under extinction the day after conditioning, confirming that exercise had enhanced learning and/or consolidation of the contextshock association. However, the two groups did not differ in the rate at which freezing was suppressed across the subsequent extinction tests. This was in spite of the fact that the rats in the exercising group had access to the wheels across the testing days, indicating that voluntary exercise had failed to enhance fear suppression. These investigators also failed to detect an effect on extinction when exercise began after context fear conditioning. Specifically, rats were conditioned to fear a context and provided with access to wheels for 1 wk or 6 wk, then repeatedly exposed to the context in the absence of shock while still having access to the wheels in their home cages. Neither group of rats differed from sedentary controls in the rate at which freezing declined across the context alone exposures. Thus, 1 wk or 6 wk of wheel access before extinction and continued access to the wheels across daily extinction sessions failed to enhance the rate at which freezing declined to the conditioned context.
As noted previously, running immediately before or after a shocked exposure to a context is not necessary for enhanced conditioning. However, this conclusion does not exclude the possibility that running immediately before or after fear conditioning can also enhance fear conditioning even in the absence of a prior history of running. As far as we are aware this possibility has not been examined. However, there is some evidence that a single bout of exercise can enhance long-term memory in people. For example, a single bout of exercise before and after training improved free recall on a delayed test (Coles and Tomporowski 2008) ; a single bout of intense running after training enhanced retention of a motor skill (Roig et al. 2012) ; and a single bout of post-training aerobic exercise increased recall for positive emotional images in both elderly patients with normal cognition and those with mild 1 cognitive impairment (Segal et al. 2012 ). The present experiments used rats to examine the effects of a single bout of running on context fear conditioning, its extinction, and its reconsolidation.
Results
Experiment 1: effect of wheel running on the consolidation of conditioned fear This experiment examined the effect of exercise on the acquisition and consolidation of context conditioned fear. All rats were shocked in a chamber and tested there the following day for their levels of freezing. Rats were allocated to four experimental groups. Rats in Group R-Pre had access to running wheels (R) in their home cages for 3 h immediately prior to contextual fear conditioning. Group R-Post had 3-h access to the wheels immediately post conditioning. Group R-Post 6 h had 3-h access to the wheels 6 h following conditioning. Group NR were provided with locked wheels for 3 h post conditioning, but were not allowed to run (No Running) .
As shown in Figure 1 , no significant differences were observed between the groups in the levels of post-shock freezing (F's , 1.0). During the retention test, statistical analysis confirmed that rats provided with access to the wheels immediately before (Group R-Pre) or after (Group R-Post) conditioning froze significantly more on that test than those provided with access to the wheels 6 h after conditioning (Group R-Post 6 h) or rats provided with access to locked wheels and, therefore, not allowed to run (Group NR) (F (1,28) ¼ 6.3, F c ¼ 4.196). There were no significant differences between the levels of freezing among rats in Groups R-Pre and R-Post or among rats in Groups R-Post 6 h and NR (F's , 2.0).
As illustrated in Figure 2A , there were no significant differences between the distances run by rats in the three groups (F (1, 21) , 1). However, as illustrated in Figure 2B , there was a positive relation between distance covered and the test levels of freezing (R 2 ¼ 0.55, P ¼ 0.03).
Summary
This experiment demonstrated that a single, 3-h access to a running wheel either before or immediately after contextual fear conditioning resulted in increased levels of freezing on the subsequent retention test, indicating that running had enhanced memory acquisition and consolidation. To further investigate the effects of acute voluntary exercise we sought to establish the effects of exercise on the extinction (Experiment 2) and reconsolidation (Experiment 3) of an established memory. Reconsolidation is thought to be an adaptive update mechanism enabling the incorporation of new information into the reactivated memory (Lee 2009 ), whereas extinction leads to the formation of a long-lasting new inhibitory memory that competes with the original memory trace (Eisenberg et al. 2003; Duvarci and Nader 2004) . Retrieval of a consolidated memory renders it susceptible to disruption by amnesic agents (Nader et al. 2000; Sara 2000) and thus physical exercise may also impact on this process. Consequentially, we sought to establish whether exercise impacts upon the extinction and reconsolidation of an established context -shock memory.
Experiment 2: effect of wheel running on the extinction of conditioned fear
This experiment examined the effect of a single bout of running on extinction of context conditioned fear. All rats were shocked 3 min after placement in the chamber and then exposed to that chamber in the absence of shock on the following day. Rats in Group R-Pre were provided with running wheels in their home cages for 3 h before this extinction session, while those in Group R-Post were provided with wheels for 3 h immediately after the extinction session. Rats in Group R-Post 6 h were allowed 3 h access to the wheels 6 h after extinction, while those in Group NR were not allowed access to the wheels. One day after the extinction session, all rats were returned to the chamber and tested for 10 min under extinction. Conditioning was successful (Fig. 3) . All rats froze after the shock and there were no statistically significant differences in the levels of freezing among the groups (F's , 1.0). The statistical analysis of extinction revealed a significant quadratic trend (F (1,28) ¼ 12.1). Inspection of the figure suggests that this trend was due to an increase in freezing that reached a peak around the time when shock had been presented followed by a decrease in freezing across the latter part of the session. There were no significant differences among the groups or any significant group × trend interactions (F's , 2), indicating that access to the wheels (Group R-Pre) immediately prior to extinction failed to produce any detectable effect on freezing. The statistical analysis of the retention test showed that rats provided with access to the wheels either before (Group R-Pre) or after (Group R-Post) extinction froze significantly less than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after extinction (Group R-Post 6 h) or rats not provided with access to the wheels (Group NR) (F (1,14) ¼ 5.54). There were no statistically significant differences between the levels of freezing among rats in Groups R-Pre and R-Post (F (1,14) ¼ 2.8), or between rats in Groups R-Post 6 h and NR (F (1,14) ¼ 1.9). Figure 4 shows the mean distance covered by rats in the three groups. There were no significant differences among the groups in the distance covered (F's , 1). However, there was a significant negative correlation between the distance covered and the test levels of freezing (R 2 ¼ 0.61, P ¼ 0.02).
Experiment 3: effect of wheel running on the reconsolidation of conditioned fear
Retrieval of a memory is thought to destabilize the original trace, thereby allowing the incorporation of new information, and the process of reconsolidation is required to restabilize the trace. This process of reconsolidation can be enhanced or impaired, resulting in better or worse retention of the memory (Lee 2009 ). Experiment 3 sought to replicate the beneficial effect of exercise on consolidation of the extinction memory observed in the previous experiment and to determine whether exercise also enhanced reconsolidation of the context fear memory. The design consisted in training rats to fear a context and then reexposing them to the context in the absence of shock for either 90 sec or 14 min. The brief (90 sec) reexposure was followed by access to the wheels for 3 h or no such access and the extended (14 min) reexposure was likewise followed by access to the wheels for 3 h or no such access. Rats received two conditioning sessions spaced 24 h apart. This was performed in order to increase the levels of context conditioned fear and thereby increase the likelihood of detecting differences on the final test between rats given a brief or extended extinction session. Each conditioning session consisted in administering shock 3 min after placement in the context and removing the rats 3 min after the shock. A significant linear trend in the levels of post-shock freezing was observed on the first (F (1,45) ¼ 98.31, P , 0.05) and second (F (1,45) ¼ 183.43, P , 0.05) conditioning sessions. There were no statistically significant between-group differences in the levels of freezing across the conditioning sessions (P . 0.05) (see Fig. 5 ). There were no statistically significant differences in levels of freezing between the two groups that received the brief (90 sec) nonshocked reexposure to the context or between those that received the extended (14 min) nonshocked reexposure (F's , 1).
At test, a significant main effect of duration of the extinction session was observed (F (1,45) ¼ 13.59, P , 0.05), indicating that brief exposure to the context evoked greater levels of freezing compared to extended context reexposure. No significant effect of exercise was observed overall (F , 1). However, a significant interaction was observed (F (1,45) ¼ 4.38, P , 0.05), which, from inspection of the figure, was due to exercise exerting contrasting effects depending on the duration of the extinction session. Simple effects analysis confirmed that rats given a brief context reexposure and allowed access to the wheels froze significantly more than those not allowed access to the wheels (F (1,22) ¼ 14.63, P , 0.05), whereas rats provided with access to the wheels following the extended reexposure froze significantly less than those not allowed access to the wheels (F (1,22) ¼ 5.419, P , 0.05). No significant differences in running distance were observed between exercising groups (average ¼ 2398.58 + 85.76 m) as shown in Figure 6 . There was a significant positive relation between distance covered and the test levels of freezing among rats reexposed to the context for a brief duration (R 2 ¼ 0.4243, P , 0.05), and a significant negative relation between distance covered and test levels of freezing among rats exposed to the context for an extended duration (R 2 ¼ 0.3294, P , 0.05).
Discussion
These experiments have shown that a single bout of voluntary exercise (running) can enhance context conditioned fear, its extinction, and its reconsolidation. In Experiment 1, rats provided with access to the wheels for 3 h immediately before or after a shocked exposure to the context froze more when tested in that context 24 h later than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the shocked exposure or rats not allowed to run in the wheels. In Experiment 2, rats provided with this access to the wheels immediately before or after a nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context froze less on the subsequent test than rats provided with access to the wheels 6 h after the nonshocked exposure and rats not allowed to run in the wheels. Moreover, in both experiments rats provided with the delayed access to the wheels and rats not allowed to run in the wheels did not differ in their test levels of freezing. Thus, running per se on the day of conditioning or extinction did not increase or decrease, respectively, the subsequent test levels of freezing, showing that any muscular effects and their motoric consequences (e.g., fatigue) produced by running did not affect the test levels of freezing. Rather, the critical condition for these contrasting effects on subsequent freezing was that running occurred in close temporal proximity to the conditioning or extinction episode. Moreover, this running interacted directly with the nature of these exposures: in Experiment 1, the distance covered in the wheels before or after the shocked exposure was positively correlated with the subsequent test levels of freezing; in Experiment 2, the distance covered before or after the nonshocked exposure was negatively correlated with the test levels of freezing.
Experiment 3 replicated the enhanced extinction of context conditioned fear among rats that were provided with access to the wheels immediately after an extended nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context; these rats froze less on the subsequent retention test than rats that were not allowed to run in the wheels. This experiment additionally found that the single bout of running immediately after a brief nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context enhanced reconsolidation of the context -shock association; these rats froze more on the subsequent retention test than rats not allowed to run after that brief nonshocked exposure. These contrasting effects of running on the subsequent test levels of freezing again show that any physical consequences Exercise modulates fear memory expression www.learnmem.org of running (e.g., fatigue) did not produce any detectable effect on subsequent freezing. Moreover, running again interacted with the nature of the learning experience; distance covered in the run after the extended nonshocked exposure was negatively correlated with the test levels of freezing; distance covered in the run after the brief nonshocked exposure was positively correlated with the test levels of freezing. Previous studies have shown that rodents provided with access to wheels for several weeks prior to contextual fear conditioning exhibit more freezing than sedentary controls when subsequently tested in that context (Baruch et al. 2004; Clark et al. 2008 ). This increased freezing has been found when access to the wheels continued across the subsequent tests and when that access was terminated prior to testing, suggesting that the history of exercise before conditioning was sufficient for the increased levels of freezing across subsequent testing. One of the changes induced by a history of exercises is increased BDNF in the hippocampus. BDNF plays an important role in synaptic plasticity and hippocampal-dependent forms of learning and memory (van Praag et al. 1999; Vaynman et al. 2004) . Hence, increased levels of BDNF could constitute a mechanism underlying the effects of a history of running on context fear conditioning. Levels of BDNF are also elevated by a single bout of aerobic exercise in both mice and people. Specifically, Rasmussen et al. (2009) reported that mouse brains analyzed for BDNF mRNA expression following treadmill exercise exhibited a three-to fivefold increase in BDNF mRNA expression in the hippocampus and cortex, peaking 2 h after the termination of exercise. These investigators also studied eight human volunteers who rowed for several hours while simultaneous blood samples were obtained from the radial artery and the internal jugular vein. Analysis revealed that BDNF increased two-to threefold during exercise. Therefore, this mechanism could also underlie the enhanced acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation observed in the present experiments.
Memory consolidation is the process in which newly acquired information is processed from a labile state into a lasting trace. The labile state following training suggests that a period of consolidation that lasts for several hours can allow for memories to be impaired or enhanced. Following context-shock exposure there is an early period that lasts 4 h during which cellular processes, including stimulation of glutamatergic NMDA-type glutamate receptors and calcium ion influx into the cell, can be disrupted and memory consolidation impaired (Bourtchouladze et al. 1998 ). NMDA receptors have been shown to mediate the initial consolidation of a memory to form a long-term trace within the hippocampal CA1 region, supported by the demonstration of impaired acquisition of contextual-fear conditioning in CA1 NMDA receptor knockout mice (Shimizu et al. 2000) . The process . There were no group differences during the two conditioning sessions and there were no exercise differences when averaged across chamber reexposure. Animals that were exposed for 90 sec had higher levels of freezing compared to the other groups. In the sedentary controls, brief reexposure to the context results in higher levels of freezing (NR_90 sec) compared to the extended exposure group (NR_14 min). Exercise enhanced freezing following 90-sec exposure (R_90 sec) compared to sedentary rats (NR_90 sec), and exercise reduced levels of freezing following 14-min context reexposure, indicating enhanced extinction (R_14 min). ( * ) P , 0.05, ( * * * ) P , 0.005. Figure 4 . Mean running distances in experimental groups (+SEM) were shown to be negatively correlated with mean percent levels of freezing at test in rats exposed to exercise prior to extinction (Pre_Ext), immediately post extinction (Post_Ext), 6 h post extinction (Post 6 h Ext), indicating that greater running distances (A) lead to decreased levels of freezing (B).
of memory consolidation appears to be a hippocampus-dependent as opposed to an amygdala-dependent function, whereby temporary inactivation of the lateral amygdala prior to auditory fear conditioning blocked subsequent fear expression, but inactivation immediately after conditioning did not (Wilensky et al. 2000) . This suggests that the lateral amygdala has a specific role in memory acquisition and may not be involved in the consolidation of Pavlovian CS-US associations. Extinction learning involves a distributed network of brain areas centered around activity in the BLA, while consolidation recruits other circuits and brain areas (Herry et al. 2010) . Memory consolidation, extinction, and reconsolidation have been shown to be dependent on activation of glutamate NMDA receptors, and physical exercise may act to augment these mechanisms (Vasuta et al. 2007 ). NMDA receptor antagonists have been demonstrated to disrupt the consolidation (Goeldner et al. 2009; Charlier and Tirelli 2011) , extinction (Falls et al. 1992 (Lee et al. 2006; Kalisch et al. 2009; Yamada et al. 2009 ) and facilitate extinction (Walker et al. 2002; Ledgerwood et al. 2003; Vervliet 2008) . NMDA-dependent cellular mechanisms could also mediate the effects of running on consolidation of the fear memory, its extinction, and its reconsolidation. Consistent with this suggestion, exercise altered the contribution of NMDA NR2A subunits to synaptic plasticity in the dentate gyrus (Vasuta et al. 2007 ). Administration of the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 was shown to reduce both the arterial pressure and heart rate increase evoked by dynamic exercise (Camargo et al. 2013 ). However, the potential role of enhanced NMDA receptor activation in mediating the present results has yet to be determined, for example, by assessing whether administration of NMDA antagonists attenuate the effects of exercise in the consolidation, reconsolidation, and extinction of an aversive memory.
Finally, the single bout of running may have increased arousal or acted as a mild stressor, increasing hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal (HPA) axis activation through corticosteroid release (Petrides et al. 1994; Stranahan et al. 2008) . HPA-axis activation via arousal or through changes to homeostasis due to the metabolic demands of running initiates hormonal and neurotransmitter release throughout the brain and this can modulate learning and memory processes, including those involved in consolidation, reconsolidation, and extinction. Voluntary exercise has been demonstrated to enhance the capacity for excitatory synaptic transmissions in the hippocampus and these, in turn, can influence plasticity (Stranahan et al. 2008) . Consolidation processes are typically enhanced by arousal, and evidence from human and rodent studies demonstrates that stress or glucocorticoid administration within a short time window after learning facilitates subsequent memory (Roozendaal and McGaugh 1996; Buchanan and Lovallo 2001; Cahill et al. 2003; Andreano and Cahill 2006; Roozendaal et al. 2006 ). In addition, stress and glucocorticoid administration after memory retrieval impair later recall (Cai et al. 2006; Maroun and Akirav 2008; Schwabe and Wolf 2010) , indicating that arousal can impact upon reconsolidation and/or extinction processes. Pharmacological evidence also indicates the involvement of noradrenalin (norepinephrine) in emotional memory consolidation (Cahill et al. 1994; O'Carroll et al. 1999; Soeter and Kindt 2012b) and reconsolidation (Debiec et al. 2011; Soeter and Kindt 2012a) . Physical exercise has been demonstrated to induce noradrenergic activity through activation of the locus coeruleus (LC) (Dishman et al. 2000) . The LC densely innervates limbic structures involved in consolidation of long-term memory, including the hippocampus and amygdala (Sara 2009 ). Noradrenergic projections have been indicated to modulate hippocampal synaptic plasticity (Neuman and Harley 1983; Harley 2007 ) and exerts influence on memory consolidation (Mueller and Cahill 2010; McIntyre et al. 2012 ) and reconsolidation (Debiec and LeDoux 2004) through binding of noradrenalin to b-adrenergic receptors within the BLA and hippocampus. Furthermore, the a2 adrenoreceptor antagonist yohimbine, which enhances noradrenalin release and increases sympathetic activity, has been shown to evoke panic attacks and anxiety, but also to enhance extinction of conditioned fear (Cain et al. 2004 ). The infralimbic PFC (IL PFC) receives direct innervation from the LC and noradrenergic signaling in this region has a modulatory role in extinction neurocircuitry (Mueller et al. 2008) . Exercise-evoked increase in noradrenergic activity within the LC therefore provides another potential mechanism of plasticity modulation.
Our results contrast previous observations by Greenwood et al. (2009) who reported that access to running wheels did not influence the rate at which the rats extinguished conditioned fear, despite apparently enhanced consolidation of a contextshock memory. Prolonged access to running wheels has been shown to have anxiolytic effects in laboratory rodents (Duman et al. 2008; Greenwood et al. 2008; Sciolino and Holmes 2012) , whereas the effects of acute exercise on anxiety levels are less clear (Youngstedt et al. 1993 ). Thus, in Greenwood's (2009) study, extinction of a context fear memory may not have been affected by running access as rats exposed to chronic exercise were less Exercise modulates fear memory expression www.learnmem.org anxious or had lower levels of arousal following extinction training and therefore did not show enhanced extinction. In contrast, acute exercise prior to or immediately following extinction training may have increased general arousal levels and enhance extinction consolidation. The present experiments differed from those conducted by Greenwood et al. (2009) in that the wheels were provided for a limited period before or after the extinction session here, whereas the wheels were available continuously in the previous studies. It is possible that the single bout of running constituted a novel and discrete episode whose close proximity to the extinction episode enabled enhanced extinction consolidation in the current study. However, the continuous access to the wheels may not have occurred sufficiently close in proximity or may have been so distributed in time after the extinction as to have failed to influence consolidation processes in the previous studies.
The contrasting effects of running immediately after a brief or extended nonshocked exposure to the conditioned context are consistent with the proposal that the duration of the memory reactivation and extinction training sessions serves as a critical parameter that separates reconsolidation and extinction (Eisenberg et al. 2003; Pedreira and Maldonado 2003; Suzuki et al. 2004; Reichelt and Lee 2012) . When the reactivation session is brief, reconsolidation processes are dominant, whereas longer sessions induce extinction mechanisms. Supporting the previous observations by Lee et al. (2006) , our current investigation found that a brief reexposure to the context enhanced reconsolidation of the conditioning memory and facilitated learning of this context at test. This is the first demonstration that exercise modulated subsequent expression of fear following a brief or extended reexposure to the context in extinction. An enhancement of the reconsolidation effect for the brief exposure and an improvement in extinction learning in the long exposure was found. Thus, once reactivated, a consolidated fear memory undergoes a labile phase during which it is sensitive to modulation, and may be disrupted by the systemic or localized application of amnesic agents (Przybyslawski and Sara 1997; Nader et al. 2000; Ben Mamou et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006; Charlier and Tirelli 2011) , or can be strengthened by NMDA agonists (Lee et al. 2006; Kelley et al. 2007; Yamada et al. 2009; PorteroTresserra et al. 2013) , and, as shown in our current experiment, enhanced by running.
Interestingly, dissociation between the requirements of BDNF has been observed in the consolidation and reconsolidation of long-term memories (Lee et al. 2004 ); specifically, BDNF was required in the initial consolidation of cue-fear memories, but not in their reconsolidation, which was shown to be Zif268 dependent. In light of our current findings, it may be tentatively suggested that exercise not only enhances BDNF, but may impact upon other brain transcription factors, such as Zif268 and upstream factors of de novo protein synthesis, where diverging pathways of hippocampal contextual fear memory consolidation and reconsolidation have been observed. It has been demonstrated that the dissociation between BDNF and Zif268 expression in memory consolidation and reconsolidation extends to the selective requirement for separate plasticity-associated gene expression of MEK and IKKa protein kinases, respectively, and a common involvement of NMDA receptors (Lee and Hynds 2013) .
In conclusion, the effects of voluntary exercise on the learning and memory of context fear conditioning was examined in these studies, and we revealed specific and significant enhancements in fear acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation. These data provide the first evidence that a short bout of physical activity prior to or immediately following conditioning or context reexposure is capable of enhancing memory processes. This evidence may provide the basis for new therapeutic interventions to facilitate extinction learning and cognitive-behavioral therapies for psychiatric disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorders. 
Materials and Methods

Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a set of four identical conditioning chambers measuring 19.5 cm high × 23.5 cm long × 20.5 cm wide. The sidewalls and ceiling were made of aluminum, and the back and front walls were made of clear Perspex. The floor of each chamber consisted of stainless-steel rods, 2 mm wide, spaced 10 mm apart, with a tray below containing sawdust bedding. Each chamber was enclosed in a sound-and light-attenuating cabinet. A custom-built constant-current shock generator, capable of delivering unscrambled AC 50-Hz shock to the floor of each chamber, was used for the presentation of a 0.5-sec, 0.8-mA footshock US. The floor of each chamber was cleaned with water prior to training to minimize olfactory cues. Illumination for each chamber was provided by an infrared light source (940 + 25 nm) and an infrared camera mounted on the back wall of each shell was used to record the behavior of each rat. Each camera was connected to a monitor and a DVD recorder located in another room of the laboratory. This room contained the computer that controlled stimulus presentations via appropriate software (LabView, National Instruments). Background noise was 45 dB, measured by a digital sound level meter (Dick Smith Electronics).
Running wheels were made out of plastic with a solid running surface, measuring 11 inches in diameter and 3 inches deep (Wodent Wheels). Each wheel had a magnetic clip attached at the rear of the wheel which activated an adjacent counter for measuring the number of wheel rotations. There were two wheels and four animals per home cage. Animals and wheels were labeled to allow for scoring of video recordings of animals' individual exercise patterns. In nonrunning groups a wheel was present but in a locked position to prevent running, but provided a novel exploratory object.
Procedure
On Day 1, all rats were familiarized with the conditioning chambers across two 5-min exposures separated by 3 h. On Day 2, each rat was placed into a chamber and administered a single, unsignaled 0.5-sec, 0.8-mA footshock after 5 min. Rats remained in the chamber for a further 3 min. They were then removed and returned to their home cages in the colony room. Rats in Group R-Pre were provided with running wheels in their home cages for 3 h immediately before this shocked exposure to the chamber. Those in Group R-Post received 3-h access to the wheels after the shocked exposure to the context, while those in Group R-Post 6 h were provided with wheels 6 h after the shocked exposure. Finally, rats in Group NR did not receive access to the wheels. On Day 2, rats were returned to the chamber and tested for their levels of freezing under extinction. The duration of the test was 10 min.
Experiment 2: effect of wheel running on extinction of conditioned fear
Subjects and apparatus
The subjects were 32 experimentally naïve rats of the same strain, sex, age, and weight, obtained from the same source, and kept under the same conditions as in the previous experiment. The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
On Day 1, all rats received two 5-min exposures, separated by 3 h, to the conditioning chambers. On Day 2, each rat was placed into a chamber and administered a single, unsignaled 0.5-sec, 0.8-mA footshock after 5 min. Rats remained in the chamber for a further 3 min and then returned to home cages. On Day 3, each rat was exposed to the conditioning chamber for 7 min in the absence of shock. This duration was selected so as to preclude complete extinction and thereby allow the detection of any differences among the groups on the subsequent test. One group of rats was given wheel access prior to the extinction session (Group R-Pre). Two groups of rats were given wheel access after extinction; one of which had access immediately (Group R-Post) and the other had access 6 h after extinction (Group R-Post 6 h). The duration of wheel access was 3 h. The fourth group (Group NR) did not receive access to the wheels. On Day 4, all rats were tested. The duration of the test was 10 min and no footshocks were administered.
Experiment 3: effect of wheel running on reconsolidation of conditioned fear
Subjects and apparatus
The subjects were 48 experimentally naïve male rats of the same age, weight, sex, and strain, obtained from the same source as in the previous experiments. The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
On Day 1, all rats received two 5-min exposures, separated by 3 h, to the conditioning chambers. On Day 2, conditioning was administered in the same manner as previously described. Rats were placed in the conditioning chamber for 5 min before a 0.8-mA, 0.5-sec shock was delivered. Animals remained in the chambers for a further 3 min prior to being returned to their home cages. On Day 3, an additional conditioning session was administered to all animals in order to ensure substantial fear conditioning and the detection of differences on the final test between rats given brief or extended nonshocked exposures to the conditioned context. Animals were placed in the chamber for 1 min prior to receiving a 0.8-mA, 0.5-sec shock. They remained in the chambers for an additional 3 min and were then later returned to their home cages. This second conditioning session was conducted in the manner described in an attempt to avoid the timing effect that appeared to characterize their extinction performance following the initial conditioning session. On Day 4, half of the animals were exposed to the chambers for 90 sec (Group 90 sec), and the remainder exposed for 14 min (Group 14 min). Following either these brief or extended exposures, half of the rats in each group were provided with access to wheels for 3 h whereas the remainder were not provided with access to wheels. On Day 5, all animals were exposed for a 10-min test exposure to the chamber.
Scoring and statistics
The behavior of each rat was recorded onto DVD and then scored to determine the levels of freezing. A time sampling procedure was used in which the behavior of each rat was scored as freezing or not freezing every 2 sec. Freezing was defined as the absence of all movements except those related to breathing (Fanselow 1980) . The number of occasions on which the behavior was scored as freezing was expressed as a percentage of the total number of observations. Two observers, one of whom was naïve to the group allocation, scored the DVDs. The correlation between their scores in this and the remaining experiments was high, r . 0.91. The data in this and the remaining experiments were analyzed with planned contrasts which used the Bonferroni inequality to control a ¼ 0.05 for the number of contrasts tested.
